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(OP's Fall Festival: A real swingin' time
JREN Z I M M E R M A N
ff W r i t e r

re jive and music of the
1 vile Swingers and capiting stage presence of
Davis dancers set the
>d for UOP's annual Fall
ival.
was a day of fun, food,
celebration as students,
ilty, and alumni gathI for this exciting event,
e, visitors were introed to various clubs and
inizations on the camColorful banners were
g from each individual
th demonstrating the
it and enthusiasm of
i organization,
ach booth had its own
titity, ranging from cotcandy and chicken
|gs to mock weddings,
henna tattoos.
The
1 House let
students

ALEX Z A M A N S K Y
News Editor

J

UOP's Fall Festival will be remembered for interesting events; this includes banging a car to bits
vent their midterm frustra
tions by participating in
the car bash. Alpha Phi
Omega demonstrated their

artistic talent with pump
kin painting.
The
Latin
American
Dance Club gave the festi-

val a taste of culture by
offering latin dance lessons.
Delta Gamma gave people
See Fall Festival, page 4

lidnight Mania is a 'shattering' success
| U G HINKLE
Writer

|OP's basketball season
ted off Friday night at the
!>nd annual Midnight
tia. The event drew a

smaller crowd than last year
according to fans.
Midnight Mania provided
students, parents and sup
porters of UOP a chance to
see the men's and women's
basketball teams, along with

|f Tim Johnson, center, master of smashing UOP backboards.

Today

reekend

Fraternity
excluded

^

UOP cheerleaders and the
UOP dance team. The fans
were fed pizza from Round
Table and many were given a
chance to try out their slam
dunk skills.
They had five seconds to
get as close to the basket as
possible before making the
shot. One of the younger
fans brought the audience to
its feet as he made a basket.
The men's coach
Bob
Thomason later asked for the
little kid's name for future
considerations.
Entrance fees for Midnight
Mania were a mere dollar.
One fan put it, "It's good I'm
getting my money's worth."
Visitors on their way in
were given a copy of the
Tiger Fight song and a

schedule of the men's and
women's basketball season.
Scott Tilson, of Pi Kappa
Alpha,
and
Jennifer
Martella, of Delta Gamma,
won the free-throw contest.
One member from each fra
ternity and sorority was
given ten chances to make as
many baskets as he or she
could.
Gary Leon from Modesto
was the lucky contestant
whose ticket was drawn to
make the three-point shot
and qualified for $10,000 if
he made the bucket. Leon
didn't make the basket.
The night ended with a
shattering of the backboard,
when Tim Johnson, fresh
man center, went up for a
See Mania, page 2

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Sunny
Hi: 82 Low: 53

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 74 Low: 54

Sunny
Hi: 74 Low: 52

i

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 83 Low: 54

AKL was excluded from
last week's Greek Week
festivities on a decision
reached by Greek Council
as a result of AKL not pay
ing the mandatory $150
for t-shirts from last
year's UOP Greek Week.
"They
wanted
our
money, but when they had
the opportunity to get it,"
AKL
Secretary
said
Charles Brodsky, "they
turned it down."
According to Greek
Council sources, AKL
refused to pay the $150
because they believed "it
wasn't fair of Greek
Council to force fraterni
ties or sororities to buy
these t-shirts if they didn't
want to."
Phi Delta Theta also
agreed, but opted to pay
the $150 in order to partic
ipate in Greek Week activ
ities.
Greek Council original
ly set a deadline for AKL
to pay the amount owed.
When
the
deadline
passed, the decision was
made by the executive
members
of
Greek
Council to revoke AKL's
Greek Week priviledges.
"This was an executive
Greek Council decision,"
said Greek Council Men's
Co-President
Adam
Weimar. "The AKL repre
sentative was there when
the
decision
was
announced at the October
1 meeting. They didn't
object, and neither did
anyone else."
Greek Council, under
the advisement of Rick
Morat, spoke with AKL
President Brian
Dyer
See AKL, page 3
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Public Safety Report
October 1 - 7,1998

Squirrel sparks a
problem for New
Haven power plant

Prepared by Jerry L. Houston
THEFT

Yale Daily Ntn>s (Yale U.)
Al 4 p.m. last Sunday, a squirrel caused the power at Goffe
Street to short circuit for 1 /3 of a second as 13,000 volts of ener
gy nished through his furry body. The short circuit caused a
sharp spike in the voltage of normal electrical service to the
Central and Science Hill areas of campus.
rhe power plant modernization program received a few
calls from people on Science Hill stating that the loss caused
problems u ith their equipment and computers, Project Director
Tom Draeger said.
Alter the surge, the short circuit led to a "massive reduction
in power coming to the UI Broadway substation, which conse
quently affected the central power plant, Draeger said.
The central power plant, located at Ashburn Street and
lower I arkway next to the swing dorm, is connected to the two
Ul substations, so problems there affect that plant as well. The
energy there was produced by gas turbines for the brief time
'hat there was a problem, and emergency electrical service was
not affected.

Tuition hikes around
country double current
inflation rate

VYh.exe
Baun Hall
Casa Werner
Campus Wide
Library
McCaffrey Center
Parking Lot #6 (by Carter House)

Where
Casa Werner

The average tuition for all undergraduate freshmen at the
a"d 'S S'aled 10 rise

of 3 perZ 5 1m1 nCXl yt>ar'S,lid T°m Gilsoa a senior dnal>'st for
SI \ ! r *
| ,nn"1K a n d Ana|ysis- Last year, undergraduate
students paid an average of $4,268 for tuition and fees that
amount mcreased by an average of 3 percent this year.
I he- average is 3 percent, but the actual dollar amount might
be more for some students and less for others, dependi^ on
the- tuition structure." said Richard Pfutzenreuter, vice presi
dent of the Offne of Budget and Finance.

Mania
Continued from page 1
suPor

dunk. Fans rushed
the court to grab pieces of
the shattered backboard as a
souvenir for the night.
Ihomason, now in his
eleventh season for the
'igers, spoke to the crowd
about his hopes for the team
this year. Fans were also
introduced
to
Sherri
Murrell the new women's
basketball
coach
from
Pepperdine.

by an average

The women's lineup fea
tured such players as Anna
Zorzou, a senior in her sec
ond year here at UOP com
ing from Athens, Greece
The men's basketball team
features a pair of twins from
Carmel, In. named Andy
and Matt Abernethy.
Midnight Mania was a
success because the stu
dents and the Stockton com
munity were able to share
yet another special event
here at UOP.

\

"T

When
Oct 2-5
Oct 4
Oct 5
Oct 5
Oct 7
Oct 6
VANDALISM

¥-%/

When
Oct 1

Loss
Microwave Oven
UOP keys
Parking permit
Bicycle
Bicycle seat
Car Battery
I
h
What
Graffiti

DID YOU KNOW?

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 151 hours of foot p,urvi,_hours of bike patrol, found 19 open windows/doors, provided 6 escorts, assisted 5 straro
ed motorists, and contacted 8 suspicious persons.
It you have any inquires about any of the information provided in this report, you,
encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537,
•x cnsion 2.3/ from campus phones. You may also call anonymously to report any sus
picious circumstances or persons.

Minnesota Daily (U. Minnesota)
1 he average annual in-state tuition rate rose 4 percent nation
ally tins year, more than twice the rate of inflation, according to
a survey released by the College Board.
lo calculate last year's inflation rate, the College Board used
the Consumer Pnce Index, which rose 1.6 percent for the 12
months ending in August. University undergraduates pay
mon? t,,an t,le national average in tuition and fees for
'
our-year public universities, according to the survey released
late last week.

•

Gregory Vietz
Owner

STUDENT
I
SPECIAL

YIII:AHI\S
COCKTAILS

Where You Can 1hrow Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret
Tues: $1 tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Thurs: $1 Bud's

SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP
DRAFT BEER . WINES

Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way .Stockton, CA 95205

AUTHENTIC

2300 W. Alpine Ave

(1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

j

$2.00 off
Any Large Pizza(
with coupon
one coupon
per pizza
expires 1/31/99]

_c-t;
MultiColor
Custom ScreenPrinting

Embroidery
Fast. Dependable Service
Reasonable Prices

Present this coupon
IW

discount

.California Toes
UW N El IXTJA, * <2091467-7621
Stockton, t A 952112
'<*'.309) 467-0520

Dr. Carlos Rangel

We specialize in sports and auto inju;
J^jggrtsvvelcome to call for free consul

!
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reek Week brings competition and spirit to UOP
iristen Huchmacher
taff Writer

I UOP's annual Greek Week
Ime to a close with the lip[nc competition during Fall
fstival on Saturday. Last
eek's scores ended up as
lllows: Archania was first
lith 474 points, Pike in secid with 390 points, Phi
lelta Theta in third place
lith 360 points, and Omega
lii Alpha with 280 points.
As for the sororities, the
Idies of Delta Gamma won
lie week with 484 points,
pith Tri-Delta and Kappa
llpha Theta following with
23 and 374 points, respecIvelv, and Alpha Phi receivTig 318 points for fourth
|lace.
The Greek Week competi|on consisted of nine events
which the sororities and
paternities
participated:
lanner competition, whiffle
lall, chariot races/spirit day,
Jbstacle course, tug-o'-war,
Ipeaker, canned food drive,
leach volleyball, and lipsync
lontest. Melissa Schilling, a
liember of Delta Gamma,

IKL

Continued from 1

|ibout a possible solution.
AKL offered to put $150
loward the Greek Week

said of the competition, "It's
fun competing against each
other. It's good old-fash
ioned fun." Sandi Matlock,
one of her DG sisters, added,
"The whole week helped
bring the house together."
Rick Morat said "Greek
Week here at UOP has been
existence in one form or
another since we've had
Greek houses."
According
to
Adam
Weimer, Co-President of
Greek Council, "Greek Week
began to really take off after
football ended here as a sort
of
replacement
for
Homecoming activities."
He added that Greek Week
is done at other schools also
mentioning that the weeklong activity is a chance for
sororities and fraternities to
get out and be noticed on
campus.
"It's a public relations sort
of thing," he finished.
However, as one student
who wished to not have her
name published remarked,
"If this is supposed to replace
Homecoming, then it should
n't be just for the Greeks. It
guest speaker. The penalty
for further withholdment of
payment would be loss of
vote in Greek Council.
Kibby
Batton,
Greek

AKL was excluded from Greek Week over a matter of $150.

The Ladies of Delta Gamma, winners of UOP's 1998 Greek Weeek with 484 total points.
should be more inclusive."
points according to how ally comprise the greatest
There is another aspect to many people from each single donation to the
Greek Week that most people showed up and about 300 Stockton Food Bank every
don't know about. It's a fun people attended.
year. The donation has been
time, but as Rick Morat stat
Friday night was a Greek as much as two tons of
ed, "It's also about education leaders' Round Table, also canned food!
and charity."
with Deen. He spoke to 25
While most of the campus
Thursday night, Michael Greek leaders about provid sees Greek Week as purely
Deen of Southern Methodist ing more educational pro fun activities, it is also an
University came to talk to the grams in the houses.
important time for the
There was also the canned Greeks to learn more about
Greeks.
His topic was
"Living the Values of Your food drive. The cans gath themselves, and about help
Ritual." The houses received ered during Greek Week usu ing others.
Council
Women's
Co- Greek Week." Weimar said
President, stated, "The no because it
would
other houses paid. AKL "destroy the legitimacy of
had no reason to feel as my position." Weimar quot
though they should be an ed Dyer as having respond
exception."
ed, "It was unfair, AKL
Battone further noted would make Greek Week
that
AKL
'hell'
and
didn't want 'AKL wanted me to go that
they
to pay the
w o u l d
back on Creek
never pay
$150 for the
s p e a k e r Council's decision so the money."
"These
because they that AKL would be let
felt
they
decisions
in to Greek Week." are bind
shouldn't
have to pay
ing," said
for
some
Rick
Morat,
- Adam Weimar
thing
they
G r e e k
Creek Council C o u n c i l
can't
even
attend forPresident A d v i s o r .
getting the ——
"They had a
reason why they weren't fairly lengthy period of time
allowed to attend Greek of non-payment."
Week."
Brodsky believes that this
Weimar later spoke to decision of not letting AKL
Dyer about the situation. into Greek Week was Greek
According to Weimar, "AKL Council's way of "making
wanted me to go back on an example of us." Batton
Greek Council's decision so disagrees stating, "AKL
that AKL would be let in to missed a deadline. We are

not going back on our
word. The punishment has
to stand."
By not going back on
their word, Greek Council
is establishing itself as more
credible in working with
integrity to best represent
the UOP Greek community.
"I think they (Greek
Council) felt that they
solved the problem," said
Morat. "Really, it's up to
these students to decide
what happens."

Correction:
In the issue of
September 3, the article
concerning AKL going
dry was listed incorrect.
The correct date for AKL
to go dry as a house is
set for 2000. We apolo
gize for any further con
fusion.

t «

NEWS
SAE evicted from frat house
MIKE SKULT
Sports Editor

The letters of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon's fraternity house
have been taken down and
painted over. It is as if they
were never there, and it will
stay like that tor the rest of the
school year.
Roughly three months ago,
SAE received an eviction
notice from the JUJ, the Joint
University Judiciary. The
board, which is made up of
three students, three faculty
members and three adminis
trators, had already placed
SAE on probation in spring
1990.

Vice President of Student
Life Judith Chambers says
SAE was evicted because "the
condition of their probation
was violated."
For now, living facilities for

//

the 54 members of the frater
nity who planned to live in
the house have primarily
slutted to Venetian Bridges
Apartments, Southwest and
Grace Coveil. SAE President
Rob Nemetz says, "Housing
was very helping in finding
places for us close to cam
pus."
Unfortunately for SAE, liv
ing arrangements are not top
priority right now. SAE
member David Moore says,
"Our top priority is to leam
from our mistakes and proves
ourselves to the university
and SAE nationally."
In its efforts to prove itself,
the fraternity has sot up a four
member Alumni organization
committee headed by SAE
John Surbridge.
The committee is setting
goals and guidelines for the
active members to follow.

There is a possibility that
some current SAE's will not
be members when the com
mittee is done organizing.
"The organization will
determine what members are
up to SAE national standards
and represent SAE in a posi
tive way, "says Chambers.
"When '
the
Alumni
Reorganization Board finish
es its interviews and decides
who will stay a member and
who won't, drat is when there
will be a SAE."
Despite all the setbacks,
SAE still remains an active
fraternity.
Next spring, SAE along
with other Greek groups, will
have the chance to apply for
the now-vacant house. SAE
has no promise it will get the
house back and will be given
no preference over the other
groups.

THE PACH

Fall Festival-

Continued from page 1
kick up their heels by offer
ing swing dance lessons.
Also present at the festival
were awareness groups
such as the American
Cancer Society and the
American
Diabetes
Association.
One of the most antici
pated events
of Fall
Festival is the annual soritity / fraternity
lipsync.
Omega Phi Alpha started
the competion off with a
bang with their
sharp
dance moves and colorful
leisure suits.
"Fall festival was fun,"
junior Jason Mobley stated,
"1 liked the various booths
and especially the lipsync."
Alpha Kappa Phi daz
zled the crowd with a
series
of
sychronized
stunts,
portraying
the
stereotypical
nerd.
Pi
Kappa Alpha won the lip

sync competition with,
exciting
impersonati
as: New Kids On
Block, Hanson, and K>
Kross.
The womens' portion
the competition start
with Delta Gamma's
ley of "Girls For Evfr
Season." The festive i
tumes as well as
bright smiles lit up J
stage. Alpha Phi captuij
the crowd with their intr]
pretation of three disci
tunes.
Kappa Alpha Thetapej
formed to a variety of
hop tunes that pumped
crowd. Delta Delta Dela
capitivated the audien;
with the theme "In tr
Spirit of Women." Thf
collorboration of songs di/
played
the
timelc-j
strength of women. Th|
ladies of Tri Delta, won til
women's lipsync compel!
tion.

Week of Action" rallies sexual violence awareness

CAROL WHITE
Staff Writer
Rape is an action that
strikes fear in all, but mainly
victimizes women. Rape is
not about sexual desire, it is a
crime of violence expressed
through sex. According to
the Women's Center in
Bloomsburg, Virginia, one
out of four college women
will be raped or fall victim to
an attempted rape.
The "Week of Action," an
international movement, is
founded on the beliefs that
domestic and sexual violence
are pressing social problems
that need to be reformed.
This event provides an
outlet for communities to
take action by coming togeth
er with victims and support
ers promoting education and
healing. Through this, vio
lence can be stopped.
"It is important for both
women and men to come
together on the UOP cam
pus," commented ASUOP
School of Education Senator
Omar Tinoco, "because it is
so small. Women need to
know their rights and men

need to know their limits."
The finale of the "Week of
Action" is the second annual
Take Back the Night Rally
and Celebration to be held on
Thursday, October 29. This
provides students the oppor
tunity to gather and speak
out against rape and sexual
violence.
According
to
Fran
Murphy, a member of the
"Week of Action" committee,
the rally "empowers women
to demand the same rights
that men have to feel safe jog
ging at night, strolling
through their neighborhood
and to be full, equal citizens
in society."
The first "Take Back the
Night March" took place in
Rome, Italy, in 1976. Ten
thousand women and chil
dren took to the streets to
"reclaim their right to walk
safely at night."
As a result of this inaugur
al procession, women all over
the world were inspired to
take action and organize sim
ilar rallies. The first march in
the United States took place
in 1982, in San Francisco.
"The celebration," said

Murphy, "also encourages date/acquaintance rape and
men to play a part in stop Rohypnol (Monday, 26th ping rape by pledging to 8:00, Tiger's Lounge), sexual
interrupt oppressive actions violence in same sex relation
and words whenever they ships (Tuesday, 27th - TBA),
see or hear them."
a panel discussion about sex
Events scheduled through ual assault and how to help a
out the "Week of Action" friend who has been assault
include
forums
on: ed (Wednesday, 28th, 6:30 -

A Jolly Good Time!
Noon to 2 am Everyday
• Pool
•Darts
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
•World's Best
Microbrews
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink
Specials
Food Served
12 • 2 pm St
5 - 9 pm

2301 Pacific Avenue
on the Miracle Mile
937-0228

"Model open daily

Common Room),
Take Back the Night R;
(Thursday, 29th, 7:30
McCaffrey Center), and :
men can stop rape prog®!
(also Thursday night, 8:00
McCaffrey Center).
For more information, ce>
tact Jamie Rossi at 946-246''

Bienvenidos Amigos To:

TEPA TAQUERIA
R E A L

M E X I C A N

F A S T F O O D

• Tamales
• Tacos
• Combination*
• Tortas
•
Quesadillas
• Nachos
• Camarones Enchiladas
Hot Plates
• Burritos
• Carnitas
• Menudo y Birria Sat. & bu

1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8802

"Unique 1,2 J 3
bedrooms

*ParV - like setting
•prepiaces

Best Value!

•Pooispa

Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN'S

10%

'PerSf
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KOTT SWITZER
)P-ED EDITOR
M6-2114
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EDITORIAL

Quote of the
Week
"The money
saved this
year on
education will
be spent later
on jails../'
-E.C.
McKenzie
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New Federal Aid legislation is wrong
When the federal student convicted, and stripped of for very long. Class and
aid legislation for next year any federal financial aid that work take a large amount of
kvas recently passed, there they receive. A life could be time, leaving little for becom
Were a mixture of good and ruined for such a minor deal. ing a "drug abuser."
bad ideas within the bill. The This clause will do more to
If someone is caught on a
good news is that the federal ruin lives than it will to fight first offense, punish them as
Ipell grant, which many stu- the "war on drugs."
the law would punish any
Idents receive, is to be
Currently there is a rela one in their circumstance.
Jincreased. The bad news is tively large percentage of However, if a person is a
I that anyone found to abuse people on welfare who abuse multiple offender, then it
Idrugs can be stripped of any drugs. They find ways to would be reasonable to toy
1 federal financial aid they cheat the system and use with the idea of revoking
I may receive to attend col- welfare to support their federal aid.
|lege.
habit. If our federal student
The final argument against

If you take just a glance at
this, it does not seem to be
such a bad idea. People who
abuse drugs should not be
supported by the federal
government, right? Wrong,
there are several things
wrong with this idea.
This bill classifies anyone
who is convicted of a misde
meanor drug offense as a
drug abuser.
This potentially means
that a person could be caught
with $5-10 worth of marijua
na, consequently charged,

aid is not to be used to sup
port "drug abusers," why
should state money be wast
ed on real drug addicts?
Should students be labeled
as drug abusers and have
their lives ruined over one
offense? The very nature of
the phrase "drug abuser"
signifies that a person repeat
edly abuses drugs, where
their daily life revolves
around drugs. Although
there may be some abusers in
college, it is doubtful that
they would stay in college

than private drug abuse, yet
it is not mentioned in this
new policy. D.U.I.'s are dan
gerous and could possibly
kill people in car crashes, yet
this is not serious enough to
warrant the same revoking of
financial aid.
The serious concern is
over where the federal gov
ernment will stop meddling
in the private lives of citi
zens. Is it possible that some
where down the line, alcohol
the shoddy nature in which will be banned to all college
this new policy was made, is students, punishable by
that in no place does it men revoking financial aid or
tion
alcohol.
Underage expulsion?
drinking and public drunk
This is only a potential sce
enness are extremely preva nario, slightly exaggerated,
lent on college campuses but possible all the same. The
around the country. Why government has overstepped
should these situations be its bounds here, and rather
excluded, especially when than meekly step back over,
alcohol abuse is much more they are continuing on. They
common to college students? act as if this was their inten
On this campus alone, tion, much like the person
there have been two D.U.I, who stumbles and acts as if
arrests this year. This is a they were just beginning to
much more serious charge run.

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at padfican@uop.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Question of the week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Do you believe Federal Aid should be
revoked for a student convicted of a
single misdemeanor drug offense?
"Maybe for repeat
offenders."
Jill Sakaguchi
Sophomore
The Weekly Rant

Lott cries White House foul
SCOTT SWITZER
Opinion Editor

On Sunday, October 4, Trent
Lott screamed foul and cried
that the White House was
playing politics. Lott claimed
that the White House was
threatening a government
shutdown. Lott claimed to get
the information from a White
House official, yet would not
disclose the name of this
source.
Trent Lott has little to cry
about. Our esteemed House
majority
leader
should
remember December of 1995,
when Republicans shut the
government
down
after
Congress and the White
House could not come to an
agreement. It was this same
shutdown that allowed the
affair between Lewinsky and
Clinton to flourish.
The Republicans make a big

deal of Lewinsky now, but
they do not want to remember
their role in the entire fiasco.
Furthermore,
the
Republicans do not wish to
acknowledge that they are
already over their budget
deadline for the 1999 fiscal
year, and the only reason the
government is still operating is
an extension granted by
President Ginton.
My point is this, Congress is
too busy pointing fingers to
actually sit up and notice that
they are the reason for the
problem. If you ask me, the
only finger being pointed
should be at Congress. The
public should all point a col
lective middle finger at this
procrastinating bunch of fussy,
geriatric windbags known as
Congress.
Congress has completed 4
of the 13 bills it needs to go on
with the 1999 budget. The

extension granted will only go
through October 9 before they
need yet another extension.
Newt Gingrich says he is more
than willing to continue pass
ing temporary bills until a per
manent solution can be found.
Do we want our govern
ment running their budget on
quick fix principles? If
Congress was doing what they
are elected to do, there would
have been more time spent on
the budget and less on deter
mining whether or not the
President was having sex.
Here is the bottom line:
Congress should wait until
they are flawless to start blam
ing other branches and posi
tions for their problems. Our
esteemed legislative branch
can seldom agree amongst
themselves, it is probably
unwise to start causing prob
lems with the other braches of
our government.

Ken Doolittle
Junior
"If t h e
government's
doing it, why
can't I?
Then Brown
Freshmen
•Hp

"No, because most
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For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5.
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Flu and cold season invades UOP in force

JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer

The month of October
always seems to be a very
stressful time period for stu
dents. It is a month full of
midterms, campus wide
events, (such as DG's Anchor
Splash, Fall Festival, and
Midnight Madness), and
also sickness.
Because of all the stress,
students have lacked sleep
and rest allowing their
immune systems to weaken
and let their bodies become
vunerable to illness. In the
past few weeks, many stu

dents have fallen victim to
the terrible virus called
Influenza, better known as
the flu. The flu season has
arrived early, and UOP is suf
fering.
Faculty are bewildered at
the empty desks and chairs
in the classroom. Those
missing students have isolat
ed themselves to their room
resting and taking medica
tion. Other students who
have the flu are too stubborn,
like myself, to wait it out.
They attempt to carry out
their normal activities and
attend classes, exposing their
fellow classmates to the

virus. Students need to stay
home and rest, and profes
sors should make special
accommodations for those
suffering.
Cowell Student Health
Center's
Administrative
Director of Nursing, Anne
Larrouy commented on the
impact of the flu on students.
"We have seen an increasing
number of students come
in," said Larrouy.
The
Health Center did not expect
the flu to hit the campus as
hard as it did. Unfortunately,
it seemed as though the
Health Center was unpre
pared, but it was not com

pletely at fault.
The flu vaccination from
the Health Center's supplier
arrived late because of a
shortage. The Health Center
had to delay their on-campus
site locations.
However,
fliers have now been posted
around campus for times and
locations of on-campus sites
for
flu
immunization.
Students have the option of
going to one of these sites or
to the Health Center, and the
cost if only $5.00.
Students need to take
advantage of these sites and
get their flu shots, rather
than chancing suffering, mis

ery, and bodily aches and
pains. Next flu season, the
Health Center should start
posting up signs and notices
to be cautious about the flu.
If possible, flu immuniza
tions should be offered earli
er in the semester to avoid
any early invasions of the ill
ness.
For now, students just
need to stay home, rest,
refrain from physical activi
ties, and wait their sickness
out. Students in the residence
halls also need to be extra
careful. Once one person is
sick, everyone in the build
ing can get sick.

Voting is a matter of duty
SARAH CLASS
Staff Writer

One of the things that 1
remember from my govern
ment class last year is that
some ridiculously low per
centage of Americans are
registered to vote, and even
fewer actually go to the
polls and cast their vote.
Before voting was made
convenient by laws such as
those which abolished poll
taxes and literacy tests, peo
ple seemed to value their
right to vote much more
than they do today. Many
reasons have been given for
the carelessness of the
American voter: Lack of
time, a feeling that their
vote doesn't make a differ
ence, and lack of interest.
It is unfortunate that we
take for granted that which
our forefathers worked so
hard to guarantee. Yet they
didn't guarantee this right
for all Americans. The right

to vote was given first only
to landowning white males,
then to all white males.
After the Civil War, black
men were allowed to vote,
and in the 1920s women
were finally granted suf
frage.
For these people, the vote
was valuable and cherished,
and they fought long and
hard to earn this right. For
this reason alone we have a
responsibility to vote. We
owe it to those who bled
and were thrown in jail for
demanding suffrage. Their
effort must be appreciated,
and what more could we do
to praise their accomplish
ment than to vote our
selves?
For the college student, it
is sometimes more difficult
to vote. When I moved to
California, I learned that if I
wanted to register here, I
couldn't retain my voter
registration in Nevada. This
law makes sense, but it is

inconvenient for college
students.
In order to vote, I would
have to go to Nevada or
send for an absentee ballot.
Despite some of the incon
veniences of voting, we
should all take advantage of
this right. Our predecessors
certainly would have appre
ciated this freedom that we
today possess.

6262 West Lane
955 5680
Bargain Matinees in () < . • t
Advance Ticket Sales
jr ' •
Available at the Box Office ^

Soldier - R

Fri-Sun: (11:15.2:05.2:30,4:45. S:15)
7:20. 7:45.9:55
Mon-Thur: (2:05.4:45,5:15) 7:20,
7:45.9:55

Apt Pupil - R
Daily: (2:20,4:55) 7:30, 10:00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:50)

Beloved - R
Daily: (1:30.4:00.5:00) 8:00,9:00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:00)

^ush Hour - PG13
Daily: (1:55,4:30) 7:10,9:40
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)

What Dreams May
Come - PG-13
Daily: (1:45,4:20) 7:05,9:45
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:20)

A Night at the
loxbury - PG-13
Daily: (3:10.5:15) 7:25.9:35
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:05, 1:05)

There's Something
About Mary - R
The dying cries of a voting booth.

Fri-Sun: (11:45) 10:05
Mon-Thur: (2:30) 10:05
^Friday-Thursday 10/23-10/29
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Contrary to popular

college peer education program that addresses alcohol

belief, responsible

abuse issues with more than 800 campus affiliates

decision-making is
alive and well on college campuses. In fact, the majority of
students are doing the right thing.
For more than 20 years, Anheuser-Busch has been

proud to support the efforts of BACCHUS & GAMMA, a

nationwide. Their student members promote
responsible decision-making and
healthy lifestyles and encourage
respect for the law.
And who can argue with that?
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Crossroads and peer leaders provide guidance
JOSEPHINE GANJI
Guest Writer

Mocktails, Peer Educators,
and Healthy Choices are
familiar terms to the UOP
campus. However, many
people lack knowledge of
what they are. Crossroads
Prevention
Program,
a
Division of Student Life, is
made up of 20 students who
come together to promote a
healthy lifestyle. The pro Uyen Ho
gram has people from vari backgrounds.
ous majors, interests, and
This week the CROSS

ROADS Program would like year she has taken a new
to present Jon Christman, leadership position as coand Uyen Ho, as feature peer coordinator for the mocktail
educators. Jon Christman, team. She mentions that the
an Engineering Student who reason she was drawn to the
joined the Peer Educator program was that she felt "it
team as a freshman last year is important for people to be
says, "he became a peer edu educated and aware of the
cator because he felt the issues that college students
CROSSROADS program was deal with."
a good way to get involved
Both Christman and Ho
and help make a difference are busy this month prepar
in people's lives." Uyen Ho, ing various activities for
a junior biology student alcohol awareness month. Ion Christman
joined the program when she Look for upcoming events Erotic Halloween Bash, and
was a freshman too. This like the Natural High, Exotic Create-a-Mocktail Contest.

Lyons develops on library offerings
Club
honored
LARA ZAMANSKY
Staff Writer

HOLLY
CACCIAPAG1LA
Staff Writer

In July of this year, at
the Annual Mortar Board
Convention in Columbus
Ohio the University of
the
Pacific
Knolens
Chapter of Mortar Board
received an award for
chapter of excellence.
The Knolens chapter
received this honor for
their achievement in pro
moting scholarship, lead
ership, and service.
Mortar Board is an
honor society where stu
dents work their senior
year on a community ser
vice project. This year's
motto
is
"Learning
knows no boundaaries."
Mortar
board's goal
through their work in the
community is to break
down some barriers in
education and make a
difference in children's
education.
A student must be in
the top 35 percent of their
unior class to be eligible
or Mortar Board. Of
those that apply about 25
are accepted.

There is a magical place
where every book, journal
and magazine are just wait
ing for you to pick them up
and indulge yourself in all its
information. Are you won
dering yet what this place is
called? For some of the stu
dents this may be a new con
cept, but for most we all
know this wonderful place
as none other then the
library!
There are actually two
libraries here on the campus,
William Knox Holt Library
and the Health Science and
Chemistry Branch. Just in
case students need help find
ing materials within the mas
sive archieves there are
friendly librarians to give
you assistance.
Kimberly Lyons is just one
of the many new faces here at
UOP this year. She is just
beginning her first profes
sional position as one of the
Sciences Librarians working
in the Health Science Library
over in the School of
Pharmacy. She has been here
for only three weeks and
when she is not working at
the Health Sciences Library,
she is keeping busy at the
Main Library.

Lyons
hails
from couldn't see herself being
University of Texas at limited to working in one
Austin. She was a student of area of science for the rest of
Zoology and Library Science. her career. Lyons then decid
She received her first BA in ed to make a career change to
1993 in Psychology/ Animal what she always wanted to
Behavior and her second BA do, be librarian specializing
in 1998 in Zoology. That in the field of science. "It is
same year Lyons also earned one of the better decisions of
her MA in Library and my life!"
Information
L y o n s
Science.
Lyons originally
main
job
Before all of
working in
wanted
to
be
a
t h e s e
the library is
a c h i e v e  biologist. Her plans r e f e r e n c e ,
ments, Lyons took a turn after she i n s t r u c t i o n
was leading a
worked in the field and collec
relaxing life
tion develop
in beautiful for a few years. She ment.
She
V a i l ,
had really enjoyed also teaches
Colorado. "I
her field work, but classes on
was a ski
l i b r a r y
bum, the offi she just couldn't see issues;
for
cial
reason herself being limited e x a m p l e ,
for
living
to run a
to working in one how
there
was
database like
area of science for medline. She
that I was
taking
a the rest of her career. also answers
break fromi
questions
school." Lyons loves nature regarding reference and
and to her everyday is earth- related matters with stu
day. She hopes that everyone dents. She works with the
is kind to the earth and to all faculty to better understand
the creatures that inhabit it.
the students and what they
Lyons originally wanted to are doing. Lyons is busy
be a biologist. Her plans with projects such as updat
took a turn after she worked ing the library's home page
in the field for a few years. links and expanding access
She had really enjoyed her to online journals.
field work, but she just
Lyons really enjoys work

ing with people and helping
them find things that they
need. Lyons is surrounded
by technology working in the
libraries. "I also enjoy being
involved with technology,
and the library field and the
field of information technol
ogy are really intertwined.
Lyon's schedule involves
responding to emails and
then getting started on her
projects. She attends faculty
and committee meetings in
addition to teaching her
workshops.
When Lyons previously
worked at the University of
Texas at Austin Mallet
Chemistry
Library, she
worked in a comfortable
environment where she
learned a great deal from her
former boss. He was a real
leader to her and a positive
influence in her life. She
states that, "He really knows
what he is doing without
flaunting it."
Lyon's believes that every
new day can make a differ
ence in someone's life. In her
own life she wants, "to make
everyday count, and don't let
any opportunity pass me
by."
Lyons hopes to gradually
move up in her field and con
tinue her education by
obtaining her Ph.D.
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DeRosa offers Leaders of the Future course

THE PACIFICAN

University of the Pacific
President Donald V. DeRosa
and Mrs. Karen DeRosa will
present an eight-week spring
semester course for "Leaders
of the Future" that will be
held Wednesday evenings at
the President's residence on
the Stockton campus.
"Pacific's mission places
great importance on prepar
ing our students for lasting
achievement and responsible

leadership in their careers
and communities," DeRosa
said. "It is the intent of the
course to study the bases of
such
achievement
and
responsible leadership with
students who have demon
strated a special potential for
both.
"We will explore emerging
models of leadership for the
21st century," he said. ~ We
will ask students to focus
their attention on one of four
areas: leading the organiza

tion of tomorrow; leadership personal interactions with
development; action and students. Students will be
skills; and strategies for lead challenged to develop their
ership."
own personal mission state
The course will involve ments with goals and objec
students in exploring their tives.
own leadership styles and in
To apply for admission to
studying the lives and styles the one-unit course, students
of proven leaders who have must be in their junior or
succeeded in various fields, senior year (preference given
such as education, business, to seniors), have held at least
government and service three leadership positions at
organizations. Four to six Pacific, and have submitted a
such leaders will be invited brief typed application and
to the class for 'up close and one-page essay. The applica-

tions will be review *s ^
selection committed c
prised of two faculty y irbers and a student litere:
sentative The commit e?
review the applications
select the course
Pa::
pants.
Applications are a v ailaj
at the Registrar's
oft
Knoles Hall.
Deadline for
return
completed applications
the Registrar's OFT ice
Monday, October 26, 1998

Counseling Connection

Subtract confusion from test equation

VIRGINIA LUCHETTI
Guest Writer

Dear Counseling Connection,
I get so scared when I have to
take a test, I can't stand it! And,
besides, my grades are really get
ting bad. I've tried things like get
ting to the test early and trying to
get relaxed, but it just doesn't
work for me! Is there anything I
can do?
Scared

Dear Scared,
Before we look at possible
solutions to your problem, I
have a question for you. If one
of your professors gave you a
test about something that you
know very well, would you
still be scared while taking the
test? Let's say that you knew
that your next test would con
tain simple math problems —
addition, subtraction, multipli
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cation, division. No single
number larger than 100, no
fractions, decimals or negative
numbers. Do you think that
you would be afraid to take
that test?
Now, you might say that I
don't understand your situa
tion. Of course, the tests that
you take in your classes here at
UOP are incredibly more diffi
cult than 4th grade math.
However, to help you solve
your problem, it is essential to
know whether you are afraid
of taking tests in general, or
afraid of taking tests that are
very difficult. If you are afraid
of taking all tests, no matter if
the test is easy or difficult,
please schedule an appoint
ment immediately with one of
us here at the Counseling
Center. Test-taking fear is a
type of generalized perfor
mance anxiety, and you need a
professional's help so that you

Greek Life

Alpha Kappa Lambda
During the Fall festivi
ties we were able to see our
brothers from years past,
as well as a special visit
from
our
National
President. We would like
to thank him as well as all
of the guests that were able
to make it back to UOP.
Fall Festival was a "swing
ing" good time, we hope
everyone had the opportu
nity to go and check it out.

pinpoint and deal with the
underlying cause.
However, if the elementary
school math test did not arouse
fear and anxiety, then your
problem may have a much
more
simple
answer.
Understudying! It is one of
the most common causes of
test anxiety. Understudying is
a phenomenon in which you
believe that you have studied
the material and understand it,
when, in fact, you are still a bit
confused on some of the
details. Before you look to any
other solutions for your prob
lem, make sure that you are
studying the material well
enough that you can explain it,
without using your notes, to
someone who knows the sub
ject matter. To go back to our
example of elementary math,
make sure you know the mate
rial so that you are almost as
comfortable with it as you are

with elementary math. If you
are not able to achieve a deep
level of understanding, it is
possible that your classes are
more advanced than what you
might be ready for at this time
in your life.
If you think you might have
test anxiety, please give us a
call at the Counseling Center at
946-2225 so that we can help
you succeed in your classes.
Most Counseling Center ser
vices are available free to UOP
students, and all services are
completely condfidential.
Counseling Connection
Questions should be sent to the
Counseling Center - Attention:
Counseling Connection. We will
do our best to answer all your
questions as quickly as possible,
usually within two weeks.
As
always, if you feel the need to
speak with a counselor about your
situation, please call 946-2225.

43 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny'*"
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Breast of Chicken Sandwc

Marinated Carved from the Bon.

From the Ranch to t
San Francisco's Best Mamburje

We use 100% ground fresh ere:
The livestock is fed the pores'
natural feeds without the use:
growth hormones or antibiotic:

Rotisserie Chicken
wish Fresh Herbs

Barbequcd Beef Sandwi:
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

AW Serving
Fresh Pacific Red Snappe
Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Bin

T z AX

Delta Delta Delta
A
Initiation is coming soon Z
to Tri Delta. Our newest vp
members-to-be went on a _
retreat this weekend. The ~
Ladies of DDD are proud ^
to have them as part of the Y
house. We would like to T
thank everyone who dedi- £
cated their time to Greek
Week and Fall Festival.
Cingratulations to Delta ®
Gamma and Archania on EI
their first place finishes.
©

T Z n G X A E O T K A M N O n e P I

Now
Open for
Sunday
Breakfast
• Yucatan chicken
• Steak fajitas

• Quesadilias
•Fish tacos

"A fresh flavorful up-grade
to the Miracle Mile..."
Stockton Record
Mon - Sat 11 am to 2 pm & 5 pm to 9 pm
2311 Pacific Avenue Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 465-4453

Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemon:
Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
"STOCKTON'S BEST
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VtSA, Discover &MasierCZzra
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What's up doc?

ttempt to unite Signs you may have the flu
ultural clubs

tee
The programming board
ns,
is
planning
the Exotic Erotic
part;
" lalloween Bash to be locaton Hand Hall Lawn tor
"•ailai
the
evening of the 31st.
Off;;
festivities will include a
urn, Wild Video Dance Party"
>ns >rought to you by Big Wave
ice 'inductions on a 20 foot by
998.1 ~ foot screen.
Just a little reminder >P has planned a trip to
Chicago on October 24.
cost is $30 and includes
importation, admission
7
a ticket to ride BART.
:eel free to ask about the trip
m
it the ASUOP office located
•n the second level of the
IcCaffrey Center.
w;
ASUOP presents position
ASUOP Presents is current
ly seeking a student to fulfill
the duties of After-Hours
'rogrammer. This person
ivould be responsible for the
planning of weekly evening
events, at the Static Attic in

the back of the Summit by
the
KPAC
booth.
Applications are available at
the ASUOP Office or call
946-2233 for more informa
tion.
There is ground-break
ing work being done by the
Cultural Clubs, the ASUOP
Senate and the ASUOP
Cabinet to unite the cultural
organizations into one
"United Cultural Council."
The purposes of this United
Cultural Council would be
to allocate the money grant
ed to them by ASUOP, as
well as to celebrate diversity
and discuss ways to better
educate the campus about
world cultures.
Keep in mind that Senate
meetings are opened to the
public . The next one is
scheduled for October 27
and will be held in the Pine
Room Come and check it
out!

SARAH GRIMES, M.D.
Guest Writer

Although the weather this
year is deceiving, the winter
months are almost upon us.
With the season comes an
increase in colds and flu.
How can you tell the differ
ence between a common cold
and the flu? An important dif
ference is that flu causes fever,
which is usually absent with a
cold. Stuffy noses generally
occur more often with a cold.
The symptoms of flu are likely
to be more severe and last
longer than symptoms of a
cold.
Both illnesses are caused by
viruses and are easily spread
from one person to another.
Infected persons can spray
tiny droplets of the virus into
the air by coughing or sneez
ing. That infected material
might then be taken into "a
new victim" through the res
piratory system.
Having
gained entrance into the body,

those viruses can multiply
and cause illness.
The flu is rarely fatal. Older
people and people with
chronic diseases (diabetes,
asthma or heart disease) are at
greater risk of serious compli
cations like pneumonia.
The flu is generally a mild
disease in healthy children,
young adults and middleaged people. Flu symptoms
can include weakness, cough,
headache and a sudden rise in
temperature. The fever can
last anywhere from 24 hours
to 7-10 days.
Additional
symptoms such as aching
muscles, chills and watery
eyes could also be present.
Cold symptoms include a
clear watery nasal discharge,
congestion, mild headache
and sneezing. In the San
Joaquin valley the symptoms
are often difficult to separate
from allergies. Mild colds
might last for 7-10 days, but
could be as short as 24-48
hours. Colds might be com

plicated by secondary bacteri
al infections such as sinusitis
and ear infections. A clue to
bacterial infections is a change
of nasal secretions from clear
to yellow or green.
Certain flu strains could be
prevented by an annual flu
shot or a vaccination. Flu
viruses change all the time
and the vaccinations are
updated
each
year.
Amantadine is an anti-viral
drug that can be used to pre
vent and treat some viruses
when the vaccine has not been
administered.
The most important treat
ment for both the flu and a
cold is bed rest, fluids and
aspirin or Tylenol. Antibiotics
are not an effective treatment
unless complications develop.
Exercise, good nutrition and
rest are also important to keep
a healthy and effective
immune system. Excesses of
alcohol, drugs and smoking
are all harmful to the immune
system.

areer recruiting begins early for UOP students
*EER AND INTERNSHIP
ENTER

J UOP's
Career
and
Itemship Center will be hostlg several information seslons and on-campus interlews throughout the month of
povember and the end of
ctober. Next week marks the
|eginning of these information
ssions
with
Lawrence

Livermore Labs visiting the
campus Monday October 26.
On Tuesday October 27 Grant
Thorton, an accounting firm,
will be conducting interviews.
During the week of
November 2nd, Enterprise
Rent-a-Car, Edward Jones,
Johnson and Johnson, MCI,
BGI, The United States Air
Force, and the Franchise Tax
board will all be hosting infor

SAN FELIPI
GRILL

/(*t *?C<yuiC

565 E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534

10% OFF"

All Orders For October
With UOP I.D.

Students also need to sign
up for the interviews. Students
may sign up in the Career and
Internship Center; the last day
to sign up is next Thursday,
October 29. The opportunity
should not be overlooked by
any student preparing to enter
the job market. If you have
any questions call the Career
and Internship Center at 9462361.

Year-Round

Costume Rentals
and Sales

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best
1

I Send A Real Halloween Treat

Flowers
A*

mation sessions.
resumes as soon as possible.
Clearly the opportunity to Students ought to submit one
participate in an information resume for every employer
session is invaluable, yet, in they are interested in inter
order to participate all students viewing with.
must complete and submit a
There are only two orienta
resume to the Career and tion sessions remaining, one
Internship Center and attend a Wednesday, October 28 at 3:30
Job Search Success Orientation and the final session, Thursday,
Session.
November 5 at 6:30. Both ses
The Career and Internship sions will be held in the
Center would like to have McCaffrey Center Theater.

From:

Pioli's

VVt: <?nl.y use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
r

Their feed is a sweet granola of corn and grains...
The old Fashioned way.

•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
. c ." !umbo 9arhc Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak)
•Carnitas (roast pork)

atom
Phonc Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane)
We accept ATM & major credit cards

FRESH

•

NATURAL

•

NO LARD

many i

oosw from.
Located on TF»lrKM?a'cSOMtftf
2222 Pecitlc Avenue, Stockton, California
(209) 462-5688
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Thursday
October 22, 1998
Art and History
Department presents
Walt Stewart
10:00 am

Albright Auditorium
Wendel Phillips Center

Mayberry: Alternative/
Pop Night
8:00 - 11:00 pm
call 464-2739

Valley Brewing
Company

Saturday
October 24, 1998

Management and
Human Relations

Immigrant Roots: EuroCeltic Favorites

Dr, Cynthia Wagner- Weick,
Professor, ESB
College to Career Panel
Series
3:30 - 5:00 pm

7:00 - 10:00 pm
call 464-2739

McCaffrey Center - Pine
Room

Friday
October 23, 1998
KUOP format change
protest
11.00 am

Hand Hall Lawn
Pacific Percussion
Ensembles Concert
8:00 pm

Valley Brewing
Company
Storytime with
Musician Bob Hobbs
11:00 am
Location: Poet's Corner
call 464-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark

Sunday
October 25, 1998
Catholic Mass
9:30 am

Morris Chapel

Faye Spanos Concert
Hall

Men's Water Polo with
UC Berkeley

Artist Reception

12:00 pm

7:00 - 9:00 pm
Location: Gallery
call 466-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark

P A C I F I C A N

Chris Kjeldson Pool
Candelight Vigil for San
Joaquin AIDS
Foundation
6:00 pm

Poet's Corner

7:00 - 9:00 pm
Location: Poet's Corner
call 464-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark

Monday
October 26, 1998
Circle K Club
8:00 pm

George Wilson Hall

Tuesday
October 27, 1998
Tuesday World Forum
with Professor Georgine
Kryda
12:00 pm
call 946-2650 for info

Campus Apolistic
Fellowship
Bible Study
7:00 pm

South West Dormitory
Lobby
Dr. John Knight, Professor,
ESB
College to Career Panel
Series
3:30 -5:00 pm

McCaffrey Center- Pine
Room

Wednesday
October 28, 1998
Folk Dance And Swing
7:30 - 9:30 pm
call 847-4439

South Campus Gym

Evensong- music and
prayer

International Studies

Morris Chapel
Author Jewell Gomez
reads her fiction
7:00 pm

Bechtel International
Center
Christian Life College
Choir & Chorale
12:00 - 1:00 pm

McCaffrey Center Stage

San
Joaquin
Council and San Joa
Partnership
all day

McCaffrey Center
Theatre

Accounting and Finance

Bechtel International
Center

5:30 pm

LARA ZAV
CALENDAR E
946-;

Dr. Brian Klunk, Professor,
SIS
College to Career Panel
Series
3:30 - 5:00 pm

McCaffrey Center Pine Room

Thursday
October 29, 1998
Critical Issues
Conference

EXPERIENCE 1 A P I

The Japan Exchange
Teaching (JET) Prog
:$ sponsored by thn .Japanese gowrrw
st3t$s college gradu<t?es to

Assistant Language Teachers of i
for International Relations. hppaca

receive a 8A/BS by iurie 30. 199

&mie
International Studies Career;
Discussion
McCaffrey Cei^Corif&rence Wednesday, October 28,19!

3^G-630dom

JAPANESE LANGUAGE
NOT REQUIRED

ALL MAJORS WELCOAL

JET PROGRA
I (800) INFO-J

Morris Chapel

Classifieds
Giving Blood isn't

Tricky, and
Well Treat you to a
Pumpkin
Delta Blood Banks
Halloween Blood Drive
October 16-31
* 17 or older
• Musi be at least 1 lOlbs.
For mora information Call
1 Good Health
800-244-6794
STOCKTON

MANTECA
MODESTO
flachUrealfeaftef Hi&tesSreeiSquare. 1900W,tesgebufS Vsteffomtt&risy
• . RtttfOmu
.
UMdiFttoxlifcHaii

Help Wanted
Alaska Employment- Floating processors/canneries. Workers earn up to $700+ TweS
all skill levels! Ask us how! (517) 336-4164 ext.A60431.
Tutors needed- elem., hs subjects. Earn $15-20/hr. Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685.
Receptionist position open at real estate company. Need basic office skills, will train,
real estate field. Call Elvera at Century 21 Properties unlimiiiited 952-4333.
[Tutor's needed! High SAT scores and reliable car pays $ll+/hr. Call (888) 328-PREP.

For Sale
11994 Chev Camaro Z-28 Beautiful blue, I-top, CD changer, AT, A/C, nice tires, pov.

Jeverything and more! Call (530) 824-3197.

11987 Toyota Camry LE One owner, extra clean, fully loaded, new tires, power everyth '

|& more. $4800/OBO Call 477-9737 or 473-0420.
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Top Ten

San

Top 10 things
you didn't expect
to see at the
Clinton-Lewinsky
scandal carnival

I ANTON
IWriter

m
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ner back-up singer to
Dion, Deborah Cox
a new face onto the
Iscene with the introducIf her second CD "One
I from Arista Records.
sensual album offers
pn songs, plus one hidrack, that are sexy and
htic. The album's theme
|es love, heartbreak, and
ling, all with the sugar1 sound of Cox's amazing

st of the songs on "One
use smooth, slow beats
impliment Cox's sound,
vo dance mix versions
r CD are pretty good,
igh they are not nearly
leative as their slower
erparts.
s style seems to be a
ination of several talentnale stars including Janet
an, Whitney Houston,
'specially Toni Braxton,
'est tracks on "One Wish"
September", "It's Over
and "1 Never Knew."
'ody's Supposed To Be
(Dance Mix)" is the betthe two dance beats and
lidden track is fantastic.
September" Cox steps
lip-hop, it is a song she
with New York produclevie J (of Bad Boy) and
|on Chambers.
•ne Wish" includes sever|ier artists who contribute
:ly to Cox's album,
ding a song co-written by
|tell Jordan and a duet
R.L. from the group
>x has a hot new sound
stems from her hard work
natural talent. For her
ts, Cox was rewarded
a string of R&B pop
lovers that kept her on the
ts, and on the road. Look
One Wish" on shelves

10) The 'Pin the Cigar
on Monica Lewinsky'
game
9) Kenneth Starr's
'Impeach the Moron'
lemonade stand
Like pulling teeth, BeeBee Mazzone, Tammy Nictchze and Jessica Lane clench the rope with all
their might at the tug-of-war activity during Greek Week. Part of a unifying process, Greek Week
offered sororities and fratemites the opportunity to work toether with fidl force, even if pulling
from opposite ends.

Movie review

A mysterious film experience
MELISSA DURKIN
Staff Writer

"There's a witch in all of us."
That's what the small New
England town comes to accept
in the Warner Brothers' movie
"Practical Magic", based on the
book of the same title by Alice
Hoffman.
However, it took some two
hundred years for the town to
realize. In the meantime, Sally
(Sandra Bullock) and Gillian
(Nicole Kidman) must live
with the cruel remarks and acts
of the town, and the curse with
which their ancestor Maria
plagued the Owen's women.
Her malice destined any man
an Owen's woman falls in love
with to an untimely death sig
naled by the clicking of a bee
tle.
This film is a great chick
flick. It's a female bonding
story bringing together genera
tions of sisters and a town of
uptight, judgmental women.
But, the structure is disap
pointing.
The movie brews farce,
romance, and horror unsuc
cessfully. The offbeat romance

is interesting. Sally, when she
is a child, summons up a spell
for a true love that she thinks
does not exist, but who turns
out to be Gary Hallet (Aidan
Quinn), the strong, silent cop
with one green and one blue

"Practical Magic"
Comedy Romance
Horror
Starring Sandra Bullock,
Nicole Kidman, Diane
West, Stockard
Channing, Aidan Quinn
and Goran Visnjic.
Directed by
Griffin Dunne.
Rated PG-13,
110 minutes.
eye whose lone purpose is to
fall in love with Sally.
However, the comedy in the
film seems to make fun of
itself. And the horror is over
done. The demon spirit brings
a level of fear and terror that
does not coincide with the
inoffensive nature of the witch
es, their fun "white magic".

The movie is also highly pre
dictable and resolves itself too
happily and tidy. In addition,
Sally is a boring character. She
is a shy brunette who is afraid
to use her magic. She dreams
of a "normal" life and the per
fect man. Gillian is more
intense, but not focused upon.
She is a red-haired vixen who
flaunts her sexuality. The two
spinster aunts, Jet (Stockard
Channing) and Frances (Diane
West), provide some history
and comic relief, but only for
short periods of time.
Regardless,
the
great
Victorian mansion is beautiful,
looming, and intricate. It par
allels the condition of the fami
ly. And the unusual filming
offers a unique and peculiar
witch-like view of the world.
"Practical Magic" is much
like magical realism in litera
ture. Sally and Gillian face
real-life problems, like holding
on to true love, battling preju
dice, and fighting evil. But,
they also function in a dimen
sion of magic and unexplainable phenomena. And that's
all magic really is: the unexplainable. We must accept it.

8) Bill Clinton's
'Shooting the Blue
Dress' gallery
7) The Independent
Counsel performing
the full monty
6) Monica Lewinsky's
"Kissing" Booth
5) The Bill Clinton
Dunk Tank (don't ask
into what)
4) The Zipper Ride
always being down
3) Bill Clinton's Public
Approval Rating Roller
Coaster Ride
2) Freak show: Come
see the man with the
largest libido!!
1) Monica's Merry-GoDown...urn...Round
Compiled by
Julian Zabalbeascoa and
Jennifer Beecher
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An Italian surprise hidden deep within Stocktou
HOLLY CACCIAPAGLIA
Staff Writer

Looking for Italian food in
Stockton is not an easy task.
I ended up at Ristorante
Primavera in Lincoln Center
South. Before I start talking
about food, however, I have
to say that I love the decor of
this restaurant. A big fan of
European art, I was delight
ed to see this restaurant has
many
prints
including
DeVinci's Mona Lisa and
works by Botticelli.
We started our meal with
their brushchetta which is
not the normal brushcetta I
am used to (piled high with
tomatoes). Ristorante's ver
sion is just garlic bread with
extra virgin olive oil. It is
accordingly only $1.95, it
was garlicky good.
For my main course 1
ordered the fettucini al

s.ilmoiu' from the pasta fresties
salmone
ca section. It was $10.95 and
consisted of fresh noodles
(made daily) with slices of
smoked salmon sauteed with
garlic cream sauce. It was
delectable. 1 was barely able
to eat half of it, which could
be due to the pre-meal
bruschetta or the fettucini's
savory richness. Whatever
the case I had lunch ready
for the next day.
My friend found the ravio
li al genovese alluring, and
decided to give it a shot.
This $9.95 dish consisted of
homemade raviolis sauteed
with butter and parmesan
cheese. The raviolis were
filled with a combination of
veal, beef, pork, and sweet
chard. My friend was very
happy with her selection and
wondered why she had
never been to the restaurant
before.

"

;»

Other dinner choices
include seafood dishes,
chicken dishes, and veal
dishes.
Ristorante
Primavera
offers several desserts, none
of which our stomachs had
room to try. But I will tempt
you by saying I have tried
their tartufo and it was deli-

<•

it as a tool for interpreting
The next section is entitled
her observations and dreams "Longing (Instinct)" and
so they can be expressed in contains some of the most
the language of poetry. The heartfelt
and
touching
notion of animalism, and the
poems in the entire collec
connection to the natural
tion.
It is here that
world, is a thread which is Villanueva reveals herself
woven throughout the book.
through the strong voice of
It allows the reader a sense of
the speaker in her poems,
and the dedications she
The poet takes her attaches. Each of the exquis
innate animalism, itely crafted poems in this
section is representative of
desire, and uses it the poet's reverence and
as a tool for
devotion to what she loves
and
what she feels is her call
interpreting her
ing.
observations and
I he stylistic elements are
dreams so they can subtle, but present. Another
be expressed in the interesting aspect is the way
the poems are often like emo
language of poetry. tional snapshots taken at
specific moments, but at the
same
time they encompass
freedom in that we are free to
an entire arsenal of feeling
become the animalistic part
of ourselves when we read so and emotion. One gets the
we too are not crushed by the sense that the poet is present
weight of humanity. I was at every moment, and finds
the poetry inherent in every
amazed at the way I was able thing.
3
to appreciate the metaphor,
Read this incredible collecespecially as one who is not

With powerful images,
striking acclaims and maxi
mum enjoyment. Desire truly
captures a spirit more read
ers should be aware of. The
following is an excerpt from
a book by Luz Villanueva, a
Chicana novelist and poet
from California.
The first section of Desire
is entitled, "Howling" and
consists of one poem which
depicted images so power
ful, they made me shudder.
After reading the poem a sec
ond and third time, I got the
sense that I was being given
a subtle clue, that something
big was about to unfold in
front of me, and indeed it
Jid
Villanueva
writes,
' .This is when / there's no
camera, no witness, and she
/ is thankful she's part ani
mal, so the / terrible burden
of her humanness / will not
crush her soul."
I found this a striking
metaphor for the book, and
for that matter, writing poet
consciously in tune with my
ry. The poet takes her innate
own connection to the natur
animalism, desire, and uses al world.

" -»

For Italian lovers, Ristorante Primavera offers a wonderful dining experience for all

A poetic trip to be desired
D
ANIFIF H
AC.FN
DANIELE
HAGEN
Guest Writer

• "If

what.Find out for y°urse'f
w hat lingers in the lines and
stanzas, waiting for a willing
ear and an open heart.

cious. This is an Italian cake, respectively,
dessert made with ice cream
So, if you're looki
sponge cake and Amaretto Italian and Domino's
liqueur (my favorite) with just doesn't satisfy, 1
powdered chocolate on top. mend Ristorante Prin
They also offer tiramisu, Ristorante (477-6128)
torta di formaggio, and 856 W. Benjamin Holt
zuppa inglese which is a are open from lit
fancy coffee flavored cus Tuesday-Friday, 5:30
tard, cheesecake, and custard Tuesday.
Open Daily from I lam to 12 Midnigh,. Frf & Sit Til la,

(209) 471

XOCHIMILCD
FINE MEXICAN CUISINE

Tacos .Enchiladas -Tostadas Chilej Rellenos
Chlmichangas • Floutas

^^^South^Sanjoaquin Stockton. Ca

462-3784

"Mexican Restaura
Food To Go • Caterir

K

Delicious Me»
food with a tw

7217 Pacific Avenue • Stockton^

Internships in Europe'
Use your knowledge and skills to earn acade
ant get international work experience th
internship programs in LONDON, BONN, Bf
PARIS, MADRID or MELBOURNE. Intel
opportunities are available in business, bu
politics and government, arts administrati
icater, museum management, health sen?
mt 'ca' research, media and advertising,
sciences, and urban planning and archite

Want to learn more? Come to our inJ
meeting: Monday, October 26, IS
pm *n
*rirr>m t0
Conferei
ice of International Programs,
ernational Center, University o f t
Or contact: Roger W. Sterner, Edu
grams Abroad' 1404 Chelsea Way
City, CA 94061, Phone: 650-369
j^5Q-369-6658. e-maiL r w
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fell, I went to Reno last
•kend to celebrate my
iday. Of course, I had
attitude going in that I
going to "break the
Wrong. The only
that I broke was a
:tail glass that I knocked
'hen a cocktail waitress'
jr bumped into me. Even
[ugh she gave that smile
suggests 'I am going to
you/ I knew she really
t't mad. After all, I was
customer and the cusler is always right. And
:e I knew she bumped
me, I knew that 1 was in
right.
te thing that quickly
:ame annoying was
•rvone and their brother
ling me for my ID. Some
turity guy thought that it
|s fake and he looked at it
all different angles in
light looking for any fal». I could understand
maybe happening once,
ice, or even three times,
it this crap happened
itedly for the better part
four hours. Maybe 1
iuid have posted a sign
my back stating that 1
1 turned 21.
Finally to end the harassnt, I wasgiven a red wrist
' with the words 'Project
I suppose when a person
[truly busy the only way
his or her friends to get a
>ld of them is for that perto get a pager. Until
:ently, I have never subibed to the theory of
nving other parties to be
|le to be in constant contact
pth you. Until now. I hold
object in my pocket that
lows the entire world to
in touch with me rain or
ne, snow or sleet. Now I
fill be a part of that crowd
fat says, "Did you get my
ige?" Ytkes.
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Horoscopes
Pisces

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18) The
personal touch doesn't work very
well for you on the job this week.
Maintain a businesslike decorum
to get ahead. Partners are on the
same wave

(February 19 to March 20) An
unusual business suggestion is
made to you the week. Use tact
and diplomacy in dealing with a
sensitive friend. Avoid spending
money frivolousfT whife shopping.

Gemini

Cancer

(May 21 to June 20) This is a
good week for getting together
with your friends or group activ
ities. Try to guard against need
less expenditures./Thy weekend
is best for quiet pursuits.

(June 21 to July 22) Don't overre
act to a callous remark you overhear.
A certain element of secrecy is neces
sary to insure the success of a pro
ject.
Your financial
situation
improves as:thy wi%inds down.

Libra
(September 23 t®,October 22) It
may be hard to muster up enthusi
asm for a current work assignment,
but you're excited about a creative
project or a new romantic interest.
A surprise arrives this weekend.

Scorpio
(October 23 to November 21)
Either you or a. family member
seems moody as the week begins.
You're on thetight hack regarding a
career move.
Do4t-y o u rselfers
begin new projects this weekend.

Aries

Taurus

(March 21 to April 19) Morning
hours this week may bring a fewantisocial feelings, but these quick
ly subside as you haveexhilarating
times with your friends. Romance
is a plus over the wbekend.

(April 20 to May 20) Success
comes in business by maintaining a
low profile, .: Though it's not the
best time tor dealing with higherups, you nevertheless can get a lot
of significant work done now

Leo

Virgo

duly 23 to August 22) Be espe
cially attentive to the feelings of a
family member. -You're bursting
with creative energy this week and
should begin new projects.
Surprise news is welcome.

(August 23 to September 22)
You could be a trifle extravagant,
but money is well spent it it goes on
the home this week.
1ft romance,
s" %
*
be sincere. You're inclined to
emphaize superficial tilings.

Sagittarius
(November 22|o December 21)
It's a wonderful week to do some
thing new fee entertainment, but
don't gd/wiid in your -spending.
Loved ones tune into different
facets of eac
ersonalities.

Capricorn
(December 22 to January 19) Try
not to let the moods of others dis•f/M
rupt you, as you have important
work to do this week Ingenuity
and intuition are your allies on the
road to accofi

Nfr

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young and
the Restless

Erica and Brooke had a fight
over Dimitri and Jack. Tad and
Dixie discussed their relation
ship. Ryan told David to stay
away from Gillian. Trevor told
Mateo they had to find
grounds for divorcing Raquel.
Harold reunited with Natalie.

Wayne and Earl conspired
with Stefano to get Greta out of
Salem for good. In the mean
time, Greta recognized John as
Father JoFtn and later revealed
Gina was her mother. Mike
felt he was ready to commit to
Ali.

Lucky and Nikolas were
shocked to find Laura with
Stefan at Wyndmere. Lucky
told Laura Stefan was using
her to get to Luke. Nikolas
told Katherine his Uncle Stefan
was in love with Laura. Ned
stole Katherine's dresses for V.

While Nick agonized over
sleeping with Grace, Grace
continued to fantasize that
Nick would propose. Still
determined to track down
Carl, Chris felt Paul may be
hiding something about his
parents' relationship.

THE U0K
gSL J IK*
JAMB GOLDMAN

Directed by UOP's Jeff Ingman
October 16 - 311998
King Henry II is about to die and his three sons want the crown. Eleanor
of Aquitaine favors the eldest, Henry the youngest, and the middle son
wants to play against the other. This beautifully written comedy, which
owes its lot to Shakespear, will sort out who wins this royal struggle.

Special Student Prices
Two for one discount with this ad

SHO Ml

jE

(209) 474-7470

1000VV. Robin hood Dr.
At Pacific

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

20% OFF YOUR TOTAL BILL
Large pepperoni for only $9.99
Large specialty pizza only $12.95
Offer valid with UOP student ID

Pacific Marketplace
sandwiches, burgers, rotisserie, pastas, coffee

JAPANESE CUISINE
Traditional Japanese Delicacies... To Go or Eat In

Seafood, Sushi, Meat/Fowl
Lunch: Monday - Saturday 11:30 to 2:15
Dinner: Monday - Saturday 5:00 to9:00
419 Lincoln Center • Stockton • CA • 95207

Speciat \ MOUNTAIN MIKE'S^
=*-*3L7Offer!

3 TV's FOR

Phone • (209) 951-3525

Bring UOP student ID and
receive 10% off food items
3236 Pacific Ave.

937-9743

SPORTS
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Intramurals

Championship week finishes
RYAN PINKHAM
Guest Writer
i

Flag Football came to a close
last week in dramatic fashion
with many of the champi
onship games coming down to
the wire.
In Men's A action the men of

Phi Delt were matched up
against the high scoring
Bailers. The game was finally
decided when Phi Delt could
not convert on their point after
attempt allowing the Bailers to
squeak by with a 7-6 victory.
The Men's B championship
consisted of the top team from

I tatury MacNamam chases after quarterback (hear Castaneda.

the NFC, Kappa Psi Beta and
the top team from the AFC, Phi
Delt. Kappa Psi Beta ran away
with an 18-6 victory putting
the finishing touches on an
undefeated season.
Delta G remained to be the
only unbeaten team in the
Women's league as they
picked up a victory over the
Green Dil's due to an ineligible
player.
Indoor soccer was true to
form as the championship con
tained great play and high
emotions. In Men's AA tire
Falcon's defeated the Heel
Spurs in a back and forth bat
tle. It was the Falcon's who
responded after the half scor
ing two goals and taking the 53 victory. In Men's A the two
teams of Phi Delt and Six Pack
Attack squared off to decide
the championship. At the end
of regulation, both teams
remained tied at two apiece.
The game had to be decided in
a five minute overtime period
where Six Pack Attack came
away with the 3-2 win.
The Men's B championship
matched up the undefeated

Get A Jump
On Your Jol> Search.
Invest Some Time
With Us.
ith more than 4,000 offices in 50 states
and the District of Columbia, as well as
j rap'd y expanding affiliate operations in
ted K,ngdom, Edward Jones is

tothenation

fc dward Jones will be hosting an information

Unette
wSt^ 'nat»t800-999-5650.
2SC?ing' please
Lynette Watson

Rsvp

to

Edwardjones
Irving Individual Investors Since 1871

to a 5-2 victory over Mail
team they tied during the 3
lar season.
The Intramural Staff u
like to thank all officials 1
supervisors for their hard*
in putting together succef
seasons in both Flag Foo
and Indoor Soccer.
The winners of the am
Sand Volleyball foumart
Profusion 3 went on to setfour of their matches and#
the title.

Minors allowed
until 10 pm.

8fOWin8 fmancialservices flrms

8-OCfemm U°nray' November2 fr™ 6:00pm e.OOpm in the Career and Internship Center
Representatives will be discussing Edward Jones'
umque way of conducting business in the f nanaal
services .ndustry and the exciting career opoortun •
ties that are available within the company. If you

Tell Ya Later against the Johnny
B. Goodes. The offense of Tell
Ya Later proved to be too
strong as they cruised to a 3-2
victory.
The Co-Rec A champi
onships between the Heel
Spurs and Falcons turned into
a shootout as both teams
poured in goals from the open
ing whistle. The Heel Spurs
defeated the Falcon's 4-2.
In the Co-Rec B final, the
Booty Snatchers shot their way

Our outside pat
is open for fooi
and beverages

W

p,

Lisa Kirkendall avoids the Kelly Miller/Gina Carranza rusk

Sunday Football NFL Ticket
,.

.

Open 9 am

on ay Night Football - Free hot dogs $1.50 Bottle E

Watch up to 13 games on 7 TV's
Serving Lunch 11 am - 3 pm and Dinner 5 pm -1°
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4 • STOCKTON, CA 9520

(209) 478-6290
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Swimming

Diving on in to home meet

jtristian l'eintner stunned No. 1 seed Brandon Fallon.

\en's Tennis

all Classic wraps up
IE PACIFICAN

•Christian Pcintncr of Pacific
locked out Cal Poly's
andon Fallon in the quarter
ns of the Tiger Fall Classic
|t then found the No. 4 seed
> tough.
|Peintner advanced to the
lis of singles Flight'A after
|>tting away Fallon 7-5,7-5 in
mile per hour winds last
liday at the Hal Nelson
Innis Center on UOP's
lookside Road. Pacific's
pexander Fiedler, the No. 3
1 also made the semifinals

eld Hockey

after
defeating
Thomas
Oachel of UC Santa Cruz 6-4,
6-3. But neither player
advanced to the finals of
Flight 'A'.
Peintner fell to the No. 4
seed Brian Cummings of UC
Santa Cruz 6-3,6-2 and Fiedler
was upset by eventual Flight
'A champion Brandon Masi
of Cal Poly.
In Flight 'B' Pacific's Rishi
Patel pulled an upset of his
own
unseating
Derek
Fitzpatrick in a 2-6, 7-6, 64
three set match. Patel lost to
Chris Smith in the semis.

Andy Thurman dives from the block during the Pacific Relay Invitational last Friday.
race on the women's side
except for the 800 freestyle
The relay races of the Pacific relay and the 400 freestyle
Invitational were dominated relay, won by Fresno State.
by the Cal men and the
Karl Thanning led UOP's
Nevada women last Friday at men's squad with two thirdChris Kjeldesen Pool. Cal's place finishes. He had times of
only blemish was Pacific victo 21.63 seconds in the 50 free and
ry in the 200 freestyle relay. 47.14 seconds in the 100 free.
Only Cal and Pacific swam in Matt Smart's 1:42.18 in the 200
the relays for men.
free gave him a second place.
The Tigers edged out the
Vera Choubabko had two
Golden Bears by just more than fourths and Natalie Phillips
one second, 1:28.39 to Cal's placed third in the 200 breast.
1:29.89. Pacific's women man Freshman Jenna Tompkins
aged just two second places.
placed in the top five of three
Nevada took every relay different races.
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ast Coast road trip roughs up Tigers
IE PACIFICAN

I The Tigers went on a tough
Yee-game road trip back east
Id were looking for some
to bounce back after
L-ir first home loss of the year
lo weeks ago to Stanford.
I Pacific played La Salle last
pday in Philadelphia, Pa. and
pre looking for their first road
a. The Tigers have not had a
Ime this season where they
ive scored over two goals,
fitting a lot of pressure on

their defense and goaltending streak and were able to blow
Sophomore
Amanda past the Tigers 5-1. junior
Hardin scored her first goal of Leah Bills scored a penalty
the season for the Tigers on stroke in the opening minutes
assists from freshman Natalie of the game to give Penn an
Dukett and senior Sarah early 1-0 lead.
Wright. Even though Pacific
The Tigers had their hands
outshot La Salle 7-6, their lone full with a talented team who
goal was not enough to hold outshot them 17-3 at the half
off the Explorers as they were and were able to build a 4-0
defeated 2-1.
lead by the break.
On Sunday the Tigers
The Quakers did not let
played Pennsylvania of the Ivy down in the second half as
League while still in Philly. The they scored the fifth and final
Quakers had been on a hot goal of the game at the 29:00

minute mark.
The Tigers were outshot
again 12-5 in the second half
but were able to get one goal
from
sophomore
Beth
Vechinski on an assist from
freshman Leanne Tarr and
Wright. Penn also dominated
as they had the upperhand on
penalty corners 17-3, which
played a big part of their offen
sive attack leading to their vic
tory.
Rutgers beat the Tigers 7-0
on Monday in Piscataway, N.J.

10% DISCOUNT
OX- ALL
SUPPLEMENTS
AND SERVICES
FOR STUDENTS

(209) 951-6299
4343 Pacific Ave Suite C-l
Stockton, CA 95207
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Basketball

Midnight Mania: A smash
C. COLTON
Sports Editor
The ball went through the
hixxp, the rim collapsed and in
the blink of an eye glass rained
everywhere.
Freshman Tim Johnson left
a storytxxvk first impression as
he introduced himself to
Pacific boosters, students and
fans alike by shattering the
backboard on his second dunk
of the slam dunk contest.
Johnson, a 6-10 center from
Oregon, escaped the explosion
of glass without any abrasions
and was declared the immedi
ate winner for the dunk con
test.
"I kind of felt it go," said
Johnson, "I heard a little ping
and saw it all spider-web and
it just shattered all over the
place."
The contest was halted
without completion and since
the Main Gym had no other
glass backboards, the side
wooden hoops were used for
the team scrimmages, leaving
organizers in a frenzy to clean
up the glass and keep the fes
tivities going. Johnson, despite
being named
champion,
admitted he is probably not
the best dunker on the team.
"1 kind of give that to Jason
Uilliams,
said Johnson.
"He's got some pretty nasty
dunks in
his arsenal."
Williams didn't even get to
perform a second dunk.
Although fans whooped
with excitement, 6-foot-2 for
ward Sarah Yarbrough wasn't

C,wrijMt,'.™*

Jason Williams (left) denies Mike Preston the bucket.
too thrilled with Johnson's and Eden Palacio narrowly
absolute destruction of the edged out Clay McKnight and
hoop.
Martha Yarbrough for the
1 was really disappoint three-point shootout title.
ed/' said Yarbrough who was
Both teams had short fivelooking forward to scrimmag on-five scrimmages allowing
ing on the full-length glass fans a peek at newcomers like
boards. Yarbrough, a senior, men s bailers Dan Masters
did still enjoy Midnight and Mike Preston and
Mania.
u omen s hoopsters Selena
I think it's a great opportu Ho, Charissa Butler and
nity to get together with the Dolinda Meeker.
fans and show them what
Another addition to Pacific,
we've done so far and show women's head coach Sherri
them the new team," she Murrell received a warm wel
added.
come from fans when they
With one glass backboard sang happy birthday to her
still usable, Scott Thomason after midnight.
I liese kids are hungry,"
she said of the UOP women's
basketball team. "As you can
see they can shoot the threepoint shot."
C oach Bob Thomason,
relaxed and flashed smiles for
the last time before the season
began. For the next several
months he will restructure his
new-look Tigers, but last
Friday night he sat back and
took it all in, including the
broken backboard.
"I had never seen that
before in 26 years of coach
ing," said Thomason with a
chuckle. "It might be the last
of the dunk contest, though."

JHE PAH

Volleyball.

Continued from page 20
their way after winning game
three 15-12. Smith, Stegeman
and company followed it up
with a 15-3 spanking of the
Card. Stanford was in the toi
let.
But Pacific forgot to flush
and in the rally-scored fifth
game Stanford jumped out to
a 5-0 lead and never looked
back.
Smith's 26 kills and
Stegemann's 25
weren't
enough to get the job done.
Stegemann even surpassed
the 1,000-kill barrier for her
career.
Danielle Shinn posted the
first triple-double of her
career with 12 kills, 10 assists
and 11 digs but SU's Kerri
Walsh had a triple-double up
her sleeve too (24 kills, 10
assists, 17 digs) and the
Cardinal's Sara
Sandrik
smacked 21 kills to thwart the
Tigers.
"Teams that improve over
the course of the season,"
said Dunning, "can go far in
the
postseason."
UOP's
improvement had to be put
on hold.
In weekend action, the
Tigers romped Boise State
and Idaho with a pair of 3-0
sweeps. Smith collected a
match-high 12 kills to lead
the Tigers past BSU 15-5, 1510, 15-0 last Thursday at the
Spanos Center.
Chambers and Stegemann

added 10 and ni„
respectively as (J0p
the Broncos -362-.067 •
match.
Junior middle blod
Bronson teamed up
Chambers to stifle'
offensively with six
each.
Against Idaho, the
vandalized the Vanda
15-3, 15-4 in a Saturda
noon match. Sopl
Danielle Shinn ke]
Vandals on their hee
five aces, a career-his
put down seven killi
with five digs.
Normally unconfk
her serve, Shinn c
head coach John D
with teaching her a ne
nique.
"He's a great teat®
has helped me out,'
added.
"The more conl
(Shinn) gets," said Di
"the better she gets.
Chambers hit .600
match dispatching i
would-be Vandal b!
with 13 kills. Steg
pounded out 12 po
kills and scraped outs
and Smith threw dovvr
Freshman Jamie I
finished off the Vanda
a kill for the Tiger \
Beth Craig topped Uh
kills.
Dunning will take hi
riors to the road to fat
Mexico State and North
this weekend.

AVCA Top 25
Women's Volleyball Poll
1. Long Beach State
2. Penn State
3. Nebraska
4. BYU
5. Wisconsin
6. Stanford
7. UC Santa Barbara
8. Florida
9. Hawaii
10. Pacific
11. use

12. Texas
13. Colorado
14. Arkansas
15. Texas A&M

16. Loyola Mar)"1

17. Arizona
18. Illinois
19. San Diego

20. Louisville
21. Michigan Sta"
22. Kansas State
23. Ohio State
24. Minnesota
25. UCLA
Note: Pacific ief
up one spot to Ju
back into the Top
for the second ti
this season.
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's water polo

o. 1 Trojans upset by UOP
PACIFICAN

champ UC Irvine, and later a
9-7 letdown against Stanford
acific did something last in the third place game. The
•kend that they hadn't loss to Irvine hurt badly
in 45 years. They beat because the Anteaters scored
' in water polo,
in the final minute to take the
was an upset of gargan- victory.
proportions when you
Yegiyants led the way with
that Pacific
two goals.
ranked No. 8 in USC Trojans 5
The warning
nation and the Pacific Tigers 7 signs were there
;hty USC Trojans
earlier this month
No. 1. After a 7-5 loss to when Pacific played the
Tigers on Saturday at Southern Cal tough in L.A.
iford's
NorCal but fell to the Men of Troy 9-6
jrnament, the Trojans will on Oct. 3.
plummet from the top
Against SC last Saturday,
Pacific (6-9 overall) also seniors Bryan Basye and Todd
the 7th-ranked UCSB Mitchell scored twice to lead
jchos 9-5 to put them- the Tigers.Yegiyants, Daniel
'es into the semifinals,
Satchkov
and
Aaron
iut before Pacific had a Silberman each chipped in
to feel to good about with one goal as the Tigers led
it came back on Sunday the Trojans 4-1 at the half.
dropped two decisions at
Deadlocked 2-2 at half,
Pool. First a 6-5 nail Pacific stormed into the sec
to eventual Tournament ond half with seven goals

against UC Santa Barbara to
cruise to victory. Sophomore
transfer
Cody
Cannon
unleashed his secret weapon
for two UOP goals (including
a two-pointer) and Satchkov,
a Kazakstan native, torched
the Gauchos for two goals.
Basye and Yegiyants added
one goal each as did south
paw Pat Donlin. Chris
Spencer also tossed in a score
for UOP.
The home Cardinal were
too tough in the water as they
broke away from a 4-4 halftime tie behind Layne
Beaubien's
five
goals.
Satchkov and Donlin each
netted two goals and Cannon
and Basye had the other cores.
Pacific will travel to
Stanford again this Saturday
for a conference rematch with
the Tree before hosting the
California Golden Bears at
home on Sunday at noon.

Icific scored victories over USC and UCSB at the NorCal Tournament last weekend.

Kcer_

ntinued from page 20

11 goals on the season
aking the record of 10 set
Wendy Woolgar last year,
le tough Dorr knew what
win meant to the Tigers'
Istiny.
'This was the key for going
the NCAAs," Dorr said
ier the game. "If we didn't
in today (against UC Irvine)
•n we knew we'd just be
aying out our season."
'This is the biggest win
e've ever had," head coach
ith Coleman said. "It puts

us in the driver's seat for sure
in the Big West."
Brooke Kentera's foot and
Jamee Lucchesi's head got
together to give the Tigers a 30 second half lead. Kentera's
cross pass from the left side
could not have been more
precisely placed with a draft
ing table and a T-bar. Lucchesi
elevated and put some good
noggin on the ball as she
directed it right into the back
of the net.
"The keeper came out,"
said Lucchesi, "and 1 just
knew I had to touch it in."
Defense was another pillar
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Corner_

teams are looking this year. 1
don't
know. The scrimmages
Continued from page 20
weren't long enough to really
in polo. On top of that, the see whose bringing what to
team also upset then-7th the party. I can say this, the
ranked UCSB. Perhaps they men's squad has got some
played over their heads serious depth in the frontbecause the next day they court for the next couple of
dropped a couple of close years.
shaves to UC Irvine and
Good times
Stanford. But a nice win over
• Singing Happy Birthday
the Trojans is big in my stand to Sherri Murrell, new
ings.
women's hoop coach at
UCI-UOP soccer
Midnight Mania.
Last Sunday's UCI-UOP
• Crowd went nuts when a
soccer game was the most little kid, not much more than
physical women's soccer four feet high made a basket
game I've ever seen. It during the 5-4-3-2-1 contest at
seemed like one player on Midnight Mania.
either team hit the turf about
• Brooke Kentera's on-theevery 10 seconds. I saw better money cross pass to Jamee
hits out there then I ever did Lucchesi for a headed-in goal.
in the last full season of UOP
Peint-sized victory
football. Even though a cou
1 took in my first men's ten
ple of yellow cards were nis tourney this weekend at
handed out, the ret' might the Hal Nelson Tennis Center
have called a better game (the new fancy name for the
with his back turned. In the Brookside Courts). I was
end the scoreboard smiled on watching Christian Peintner
the Tigers 3-1.
of UOP vs. No. 1 seed
Enjoying Midnight
Brandon Fallon of Cal Poly.
I really enjoyed this year's Peintner played consistently
Midnight Mania better than throughout the match and
last year's. Despite the fact over 40-mph winds to upset
that there was no Michael Fallon.
Olowokandi, not as many
The Beat Down List
fans and no costumed mascot
1. Mike Millerick and Jim
1 enjoyed the event because it Dugoni. These two athletics
was a coming together of the administrators wouldn't sit
community
and
the down for the first part of the
University. The fan contests dunk contest on Friday night.
were more fun this year even Hey buddies, down in front.
though the $10,000 shot was a
2. UC Irvine's women's
big fat airball. Midnight soccer team. The game is over,
Mania is a nice tradition and now let's see who's tougher in
I'd like to see it stick around.
a street brawl.
Not enough
3. Big West officiating. It's
For those of you that horrendous and only getting
missed Midnight Mania don't worse. No sport is spared
come and ask me how the from this atrocity.

for the Tigers, holding them Cal State Fullerton proved
up throughout the game. much easier. They breezed
Pacific defender Jodie Vlasak past the Titans 3-0. Shelly
kept UCI forward Stephanie Cena, Dorr and Vanessa
Rigamat relatively quiet hold Brumer all scored goals in the
ing her to one goal. one-sided affair.
Goalkeeper Kim McCaskey
With only two Big West
stopped four shots and for her games remaining and no con
efforts she was named Big ference tournament, the
West Player of the Week.
Tigers have the early makings
Dorr heaped praise on the of an NCAA playoff qualifier.
orange and black defense.
Hitting the road, the Tigers
"They were awesome," will probably need at least
Dorr said. "I'm very proud of one win as they face Cal Poly
our defense. If every player (4-0-3 in Big West) and UC
didn't step up then we Santa Barbara next weekend.
wouldn't have won today."
UOP has never beaten the Cal
UOP's shutout victory over Poly Mustangs.

Natalie Dorr gives UCI a kick.

Stanford heartbreaks Tiger!
0C/ lc sweePs

C. COLTON
Sports Editor
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